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BOUNCE HOUSE RENTAL.AGREEMENT & LIABILITY RELEASE
'1. )The maximum total weight limit is 500 lbs.
2. )All jumpers must remove shoes, eyeglasses, and any sharp objects before entering the bounce house.
3. ) Absolutely NO - "silly string", confetti, gum, food, drinks, sprays, or other sticky substances are
allowed in the bounce house. Failure to follow these guidelines will result in the imposing of an additional
cleaning fee.
A
) NO Pifiatas in the bounce house" Risk of severe in1ury.
6
)To avoid neck and back injuries - NO wrestling, flips or rough housing allowed.
6 ) Do not bounce against the sides or near the doorway of the bounce house - serious injury may result.
)Anyone with head, back, neck or any muscular-skeletal injuries or disabilities, pregnant women, children
under 1 year of age, and others who may be susceptible to injury from falls bumps or bouncing'are not
permitted in the unit at any time.
8 ) Do NOT allow older children to jump with younger children - risk of severe injury.
I ) No hanging from the netting on the sides nor from the roof of the bounce house. A repair fee will be
imposed if the sides/roof is damaged,
10.) Use only blow up "beach ball" type balls or nerf balls in the bounce house - other balls may cause

serious injury.
11.) lf the inflatable begins to lose air, make your way to the exit immediately. Most likely, the reason is there
is not enough power going to the blower. Unplug the blower from the outlet & plug back into an outlet
that has no other items plugged into it. This should fix the problem. lf this does not fix the problem, call
the company ASAP 727-459-3119. They can walk you through other ways of getting the unit in working
order,

12,) Bounce House MUST be staked to the ground securely at all times to prevent tipping or injury. Do
not use if winds exceed 25mnh - bounce house can flip over in high winds. lf high winds exist, exit the
' bounce house immediately and turn off the blower.
13.) Keep children away from the blower unit - risk of electric shock and serious injury from moving the blower.
14.) Do not operate the bounce house when raining or if ground is wet. Risk of serious injury due to

slipping hazards and electric show from the blower if wet conditions exist.
15,) | understand that lf payment is NOT made at neither time of set up nor pick up, the credit card that is on
file will be automatically ran with an additional $5 fee added to the balance due to cover credit card fees.
16.) | understand that I am responsible if any equipment is damaged or stolen from premises of the
below address.
17.) | understand that if there is excessive wear and tear (example: a rip or tear in unit, candy wrappers/sand
or dirt /silly string/etc.) found inside the unit after use, I will be charged a "clean up" fee to have the unit
professionally cleaned, or I will be chaJged to have the unit repaired if it is torn or ripped.
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